


even sometimes throw up if I ate something that had too many preservatives, GMOS and chemicals in 
them. Sometimes I will have these crazy sneezing attacks, followed by a dry cough and  
and even IBS symptoms all at the same time so it is pretty obvious my issues are all connected and they 
all stem from the loss of good gut bacteria from the toxic 9-11 air. 

As I am looking at your petition process for IBS, on your website I am a little frustrated because when I 
first checked your website I noticed all the petitions that you denied are for Finding of Insufficient 
Evidence, but where are you looking for this evidence? I see it states on the website the medical basis may 
be demonstrated by a reference to a peer-reviewed, published, epidemiologic study about the health 
condition among 9/11-exposed populations or to clinical case reports of health conditions in WTC 
responders or survivors.  Well I easily found this study as it related to neuropathy which is denied more 
than once on your website:  

Neuropathic Symptoms in World Trade Center Disaster Survivors and Responders. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26618530  Why is this information not being used and why are 
you denying neuropathy when it clearly states, “This study provides evidence that exposure to WTC 
dust is associated with neuropathic symptoms.”  What is the CDC doing over there to help make sure the 
9-11 community does not get worse illnesses and cancer? I am asking you to please reconsider covering 
all forms of neuropathy not just when people get it from chemo or GERD medications. I heard there is 
another study going on about this now so please look at it and reconsider. 

 It seems like you’re just denying everything because you do not want to be responsible for having to 
fund more money for this program and if you do then you make sure to try to pump the 9-11 community 
with ONLY dangerous pharmaceuticals that have numerous chemicals in them. We have enough 
chemicals already in our bodies so more can just throw us over the edge. I also fill out any survey I have 
ever received from the WTC Health Registry about my health and not once have I ever been contacted 
to be part of a study or had any knowledge of any studies doctors are doing on the WTC 
community.  Furthermore, I would like to know who funds these studies because if it is the usual 
Pharmaceutical/Biotech companies funding a health study I know they often come out bias and 
encourage prescriptions as the quick fix to every health problem. I am thinking that is the case 
considering the head of the CDC had to resign recently because of her investments in Pharmaceutical 
and Tobacco companies. (http://www.latimes.com/nation/nationnow/la-na-brenda-fitzgerald-20180131-
story.html) 

 I am offering up my time to be part of any INDEPENDENT study not bought and paid for by the above 
mentioned.  I am praying, asking and petitioning for the WTC to not only add IBS to the list of covered 
conditions but to also cover preventative care, holistic care to realize pumping the 9-11 community with 
more toxins that are in pills are one of the reasons so many are getting more illnesses on top of the ones 
the ones they already have and this approach to the WTC healthcare program needs to change.   An 
example of this is how GERD medications can cause B-12 deficiencies, which can lead to neuropathy, 
which can lead to autoimmune diseases such as thyroid conditions that your program does not cover. It 
just seems to me that you’re ignoring all the obvious 9-11 conditions and not caring that what is currently 
being done is not working when almost 100 first responders and survivors have died of cancer since 9-11-
17. 

I am suggesting not only to add IBS as a covered conditions, but that your program gives health-flex 
spending cards because many I know in the community from my Facebook Groups can’t hack the pills 
and need natural treatments, but we all have to pay out of pocket for them just to stay alive, while going 
into debt.  This is not fair and shows us that another government agency is failing us. It started with the 





  

PS Attached below is the Petition form and one of my health records. I have a more recent one, but I did 
not want to send it though email, but please contact me if you need it. Thanks. 

 












